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Abitct

A la, ge modified polar nephelometer was constructed for the purpose of mak-
ing high altitude atmospheric odtics measurethents. The instrument is balloon-

-borne and measures the angular volume scatterig function from ground-to better
than Z6 km -in absnlute qt'a: ities. The- results- of the initial flight -with the unit
are presented and they depict the variabiityin this Darameter-over the altitude
profile for thr-ee scatteringangles tad -four wavelengths. -In additio.q- the-polari-
zation and the forward .to -bAckscattbr rti 6f-the~s - tt-red light-are shown to be -

sensitive-indicators-of_ the iimosphc vei- Iaeroso:teutr-1 Theipr

of these a~n.rreutis-heer in:pokntiig- out the capiabiliies of this
.instrumefit, which can- providie qtiantitative inforniatiod on fundamental opical
oaraneters, of-the aitnio.- phere without the constraints-inhefentin-oitter techniques.
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Atmos, 'ieric Optics Measur'ements With a
BaIllon-BSrne Nephelometer

Experimental investigations of k.dtitude variations in the optical seaitering
properties of the atmospIt.ere usualkr Involve measurements of the extnction co-
effidienit or the angular --. Aume scattering function, je (6), The latter quantity is
-the mzore difficult to mneasure accurately-as it represents the amount of light an
irradiated ,voluine element sends out in a partictlar dire'f.-ion. Thib places strin-I
gent requirements on th-e measurement apparatus, if reliable results are to be
obtained. since the angular distribution of the scattered light as well as its v ave-I
length and polarization depend on sundr-_. properties of the air molecules ane aero--
sols, contained in the volume element. These propertier include nolecular and-

aerosol number densities. sze distribution. refractiive index,, and particle shape.
Ink situ measiterents df ;1 (4) to high altituds-s thus proide Inforrmation on !unda-
mental atmospheric triancters ".d their variability w~r altitude,

Generally. meth~ds fo!, measuing ji (6d) have used niatural or artificial light
-sources. -With the sun as the source, the luminance or the horizon in variords

azimnuths-Is observed or the sk radiance is measured fi the sun's vertical.
M4oreover, the MWy radiance at an inclination to the sun's vertical prov'ides a direct Z
measurement of the scattering function for the entire atmosphere, G am -Xhicbi the
elti~wte dependence can be determined under certain conditions (BW 1ricb, J9f64).

(Rc-ceived for publication 38 -August 'a171)
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llow.vter. these radianice- meas-4rement-s involve integrating the total atmospheric

Iight path.,Owhich renders the re.su!Zs unreliable. primarily because of multiple

scattering offects.

Mtare accurate data have be~en obtained with artifiscial sources such as search -

lights or nephelorneter$. Although sear-'blittht and laser radar techniques

(Elterman, l9-&Y5; Collins and Li-vda. Uli'66; Ciexneush-a et al, W6h7; Grams and

Fiacco. 1-07) orovide Erood orofile-S of thie ext-Anction or attenuation coeificients

as a bo.cicn oi! altitude, the v-olume s%-attering funtion can be ascertained expli-

Civiv for onlv a limirtd rance of tackscatterln- anales frornihese types of dato.

Agcain, loV!g ropT icaI trans-lission oaths are involved and the atmospheric trans-

Misslo'i -fhcxzr enters rather Crucially into the instrumnentzI calibration. Nephc-

lometers, twhi-h measure the vdlutme Scat~erin- function tirecilv, obviate these

dificiltis.On the One hand the, measurements are confined to a sm.all volurne

01 atmosphere, thereby precludin< ;ransmission nath problems, and on the other

tne -instrument can 1e calibrated in abose~t quantItttes.

In England. ada (19~541 used a Dolar neplzelomnetcr aboard Pn aircraft-

3nd later on a tethered balloon-lo determined 3 (6) as a- function of altitude up -t

to P km. in Australia. Crosbv anm7 Koerber (156-t?) maade measurements with a 4

balloon-bor-ne integrastina nephelo.ricter up to around 3km. Although nevhelotnetry-

-is widely used in xoian -based e-xperiments. hi&h altitude measurements of 1 (3
have gEencral ynot been at terupted-&ue to ins~mnentation. difficuIties. However.

wit the ad~crit o,- internse lgtsaurces that are operable in thfis extzrme cenviron-

ntent, a balloon.-borne Dolar nephelometer presents itseit "s an idea-L izistrum-ent

for making quafititative atmospheric optics nre,,raens
Under rCtntract-froix AFOI'L. Spectra 3 etriez; Ind.. t~rliigtot Massadu'se ts,

desiUned a1 modified pWiar nellheloruwter. with detectors fixed at five scat ring,,

ani~ses, for high-altilude balloo-n measurements- Front November 1967 to0 overtber

a series oif experimnenss ;.as condui-cted to altitudes of an-prodrUnatI4y 21 kin-

witht limited succestt. In view of i-he small conmentrations of aerosolI particles

(riis0.014 c that can occur orver the altitude profile; an, intstrumen' )PMrnX

imalecjv 3 ncer~z fin diameter was required to prov.ide4 a siufIzientiy Urge zeatter-

D4 olnn(.Na~iilstadin-hle ce-nstructional problems this entails, the primie
bstacle '-: e.l data apparenfly cam-e f1rom. the use of a pa. sed light smurce.

Since the pulse du-ration was J400 11sec: and the detected signals werea integrated -

over tis Iitzrval, the noisrbadwdt could not be lizmited the two being inversely

relate. Furhermoe ' whn observed for sfhort- time intervals, scattering bIT in-

divdtta. rax .-icles in mhe pmilr.- volumne is ir.herewlv noise-like. TIhis resvitain si-g-
rals thaz are no- ver-v Mleatingfu1 Statistic-ally. particularly- at the low' signal levela

Cc-xilcndanr with 'veryr low aerosol concentrations. -

Mi
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As an outgrowth of this effort, a nephelometer was constructed in-house at

AFCRL with generally the same design concepts as the Spectra Metrics unit, but

with some important modifications. The basic elements of the AFCRL-designed

instrument are a xenon light source, operated CW, and five identical photometers

mounted on a 3. 3-m-diam octagonal gondola. The photometers measure the light

scattering at 220, 450, 900, 1350, and 1570 from a volume of atmosphere (about

250 cm 3) defined by the intersection of the source and receiver beams. The source

beam is modulated at 22.5 Hz and a.c. synchronous detection employed to restrict

the noise bandwidth and thus provide a considerable improvement in the signal-to-

noise ratio. The scattered light is detected at four wavelengths (4750 R, 5150 R,

6600,R, and 7450 R) with an S-20 photomultiplier in each photometer, and the data

output was recorded in-flight on magnetic tape. To remove the restriction to

nighttime operation-a limitation on most atmospheric scattering measurements

in the visible spectral range-the gondola was designed in such a manner that sun-

light was completely excluded from the measurement volujme.

On November 3, 1970, at approximately 1155 hours, the nephelometer was

flown to 26 km from White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, as one of the sub-

systems under Project ATOM. This report gives the results of the flight and

indicates the capabilities of the nephelometer approach for providing a good profile

of the volume scattering function as a function of altitude, wavelength, and scatter-

ing angle. Moreover, the light polarization properties of atmospheric aerosols are

shown to offer an excellent signature for the presence of dust layers, thus corrob-

orating changes in scattering function occurring as a consequence of the aerosol

contribution to the total scattering. Time lapse horizon photographs were also

made during the flight, and these further verified the observations discerned from

the nephelometer data.

2. TIIEOIETICAL CONS[DEII"ATIONS

A beam of unpolarized light with intensity E(Wcm " 2 ) incident on the scattering

volume V(O) produces a radiance at the scattering angle . given by

1(0) = O(W E V (U) (W sr- I )  ()

where 0(0) is the angular volume scattering function(cm " 1 sr 1). /3(6) is sinply the

fraction of the incident lignt scattered by molecules and particles in the volume

V (6).
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For a system in which the source and receiver are itmagod at the scattering

volume, the radiant power at th photometer entrance aperture of area A at a

d;-wnee R from the scattering volume is

(0) Al EV 1A (W (2)

Now V(6)As defined by the intersection of the source beam and the detector field

of view and, for a particular scatterhng angle, is fixed (see Figure 1). Similarly

A, and R, as well as the transmittance of the receiver optics (lenses, filters,
etc.), are design constants-that in the actual experimez'tal measurements are lumped

-together in a calibration ftictor for the-instrument. As a result, if the instrumental

response to received energy is linear the only remaining variable-it 03(6) and the

response can be--expressed As

W-10) -KA{j~o) (3)

where Y. is the cAlitiratibn factor -for a photometer" at, scattering angle with -a

-spectral--filter- of wavelength X. this factor As determined, in Absolute quantities,

in-the laboratory- so-that ;3M-) is ascertained absolutely from the recorded output

data.
"he angular distribution of -the scattered light -is usually expressed by the phase

function, defihied by

The integiral -in-the denominator is'the totbl1 scattering coufficient a (cm ). ince

air molecules And adrosols-sctttter the light i-ndependenitly, we may write the total
scattering-function as lx 7-~~) Xp?(we~r steRye

s catteringk coefficient (cmJ.1), and-P (o.) is 'the normalized Rayleigh-phase function
srapkis-the aerosol scattering coefficient(cm ). and PA(6 ) is the normalized

aerdsol-phase function (sr 1. The Rayleigh phate futnction is given by
3-_ 2 - (

r s-I6 s

Moreover, the Rayleigh scattering coeff-icient a is well known and given in the

literature (Elterman, 1968). Thus in principle 13.(6 ) and thereby ciP5,A0) can be

determined from the response WOO~5 , once the factor K is deleri-nined from the

instrument calibraion.
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Figure 1. Scattering Volume Geometry

Equation (4) gives-the Rayleigh-phase function for- the total scattered light,

Which is simply one half the sum of the vertial and horizontal components of the
l-ight polaried-by scatteringfrom air molecules, The degree of pblarization=is -

given by.(see fo6r exicmple, -Born anid Wolf, 1959)

Z = -2 ' 15)
, 7+H'= + Cos 6

which predicts complete polarization at a scattering angle of 900, and suggests

further that departurea from it are attributable o non-RaYieigh scattering, that

is, sr-atterng from -atmospheric dusi or aerosols. One surmises, therefore,

that if the ratio of-the vertical and horizontal components of the scattered light is

determined, it will provide a measure of the degree of polarization, a rather

sensitive indicator of aerosol scattering.

Another part meter that serves as an indicator of atmospheric, particulate

matter is the forward-to-back scatter ratio. This follows from the fact that

Rayleigh scattering is symmetrical about the 900 scattering angle, as can be seen

from ant inspection of Eq. (4). For example, the phase function is the same for

I,,
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scattering at 45c0 and 1350. The ratio of the 450 volume scattering funct!'-n-to the

1 350 v.olume scattering function should thus be un5.ty for a pure~ Rayleigh atmos-

phere, and values greater than unity are a result of aerosol scattering. We have,
therefore, iree independent measurements -the volume scattering function, the

polarization, and the forward-to-backscatter ratio-from which the vertical

distribution of atmospheric aerosols can be ascertained.

3. (AABUATION

A u~nique method, for -calibrating the polar nephelorneter was developed by
Pritchard an'd Elliott (1960). It entails co mparing the intensity of the light- scat-
tered by the atmosphere with the intensity from a thin diffusing screen of known

reflectance and tr-ansmittance. The screen -is -placed int the sample -space. that
is, the common volume, -and the intensity of the light reflected or transmitted is

- then recorded as the screer it moved through the volume. This results in a

curve characteristic of the source-receiver oeam geometry at a given sciatering
anigle; the area under the curve provides the calibration factoir for determining

the intesisity of -the light scattered by an atm ospheric sample under the same-

conditions of ang' e and Wavelength. Figure 2 shows a typical curve.

:80

'W 60-

(a

IL 2

0-

RELATIVE SCREEN SCAN DISTANCE
0Idiy I.I cm)

Figure "I. Calibration Curve-for 7450,R (V),and 7450 R (HI) at 1350, Reading Left
tolRight. Forward and tackward tra-.ersals of the screen- are shown



Si ce-proof of this calibration technique is given by Pritchard and Elliot. it

is onliy necessary to state the result here. It is shown that the volume scatering

6inction in absolute quantities is given by

- = uScr[ e m -I sr' (6)

where R is the reflectance (for backscatter) or transmittance (for forward scat-

ter), T* is the angle of incidence of the tfansmitter beam. ihat is. the angle

between the normal to 9.e screen and the transmittzr axis, -" is the angle ?etwecxi

the normal to the screen and the receiver axis, f W~d, is te recorded integrale

referred to above, and Wa is the instrumental response due to a volume of atmos-

phere, To compare-Eq. (6) with Eq. (3), we sec that Wa - W(k) and the calibra-

tion factor of the instrument is

-(In the particular nephelometer configuration usedi "' = "= 6s2.)

Tl:e sal'ent feature of the calibration technique is that it: requires no assu:np-

-tions regarding samp'ling volumne, uniformity of fllumination, or equipment sensi-

tivty._ ;1 wever, optical attenuators used to-reducethfe source kintehsity -during

the nephelometer calibration can introduce sytematc- errbrs if -thei attefiuation -

-is it meastied precisely. Finally, ofice- the v-alue of Kis determined as a function

:of scattaring angle and-wavelength, the corresponding values 6f ~s) are calculable,

in-absolute value, from-the instrumental response by usingEq. (3).

4. INSTRIMENTATON

A diagram of the nephelcmeter ctmfiguration is shown in Figure 3. An un-
polarized 150-W xenon light source manufactured by ILC Corporation pro-ides a -

uniformly illuminated project area 5.7-cm square at the center of the instrument.

- The source was operated CWV, but chopped at ZZ. 5 11z to give intensity modulation

and thereby allov synchrenous detection as a means of suppressing unwanted

signals.

iiU
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The typical receiving photometer is essentially a t(.l(.scop, focusd at ills.

center of the instrument, approximately 6)r cm from the olJjective let. ThC (?pti(l
configuration is shown in Figure 4. A 2.5-cm square apertu,re serves as the. fi'.Id

stop and provides a field of view of about 6o. This aperture is imaged by ie objc-
tive lens, resulting in a 7.6-cm square acceptance area and thereby definiing a

transmitter-receiver common volume with dimensions of 5. 7 cm x 5. 7 cm X 7. 6cm

when viewed at 90. A 7. 6-cm square aperture is placed in front of the objective

lens to further collimate the light received from the measurement volume and to

accommodate the receiver solid angle with its field of view.

The objective lens focuses the scattered light on the field stop. A pair of

asphe,'ic condenser lenses behind the stop images the objective lens onto an EMI
9558 photomultiplier having an S-20 spectral response. This optical configutiration

gives a sharply defined sensitivity profile across the beam in the region of inter-

section with the source beam, and also provides essentially uniform sensitivity

throughout the common value.

An eight-position filter wheel is mounted adjacent to the square-field aperture.

Spectral filters at four wavelengths (4750R, 5150,R, 6600R, and 7450 R with 1/Z
bandwidth * I O) are used and the filter wheel is advanced via a Geneva drive
mechanism at a rate of 10 rpm, thus providing a sampling rate of nearly 0.7 see
per filter. For the balloon flight the 4750 R and the 7450 R filters had linear
polarizers laminated to their surfaces so that the vertical and horizontal polari-
zation of the scattered light could be analyzed sequentially at these wavelenigths.

The remaint-g two positions on the filter wheel were used to check the zero level,

that is, the scattered light was blocked, and to provide a reference signal directly
from the source (via light pipes) to monitor the source intensity as well as gain

changes in ti'e photometer.
The photomultiplier output is fed to a Princeton Applied Research (PAR)

Model 120 Lock-In Amplifier that is fixed-tuned to the 22. 5-lz chopper freqJuecy.
This provided ample sensitivity and noise suppression. An Ampex Model A iZI 4,
14-track magnetic-tape recorder is used to store the data output from each receiver

unit. In order to cover the wide dynamic range of signals detected over the flight
profile, the PM tubes were operated at reduced sensitivity for the first 9 Kin, and
the output from each amplifier was recorded at two tape recorder gain settings-
one greater than the other by a factor of 10.

Light traps are located opposite the source and ,ach photometer in ord,.r

to reduce the amount of stray radiation seen by the observation b.amns and to

provict, a black background beyond ,he measureme.nt volume. An oplical sch,'-
malic of a light trap is shown in Fligur , 5. Light f'nt ring thf, Ira p is ib-idI'n

at 450 upon a black specularly reflecting pl,.xiglass surfac,.. Most of Ih,. lighl
is absorbed by the first surfac; tOhe specularly ri'fleeti, ri (Grlpoll'.i sl'ik .'s a
second plate. which is oriented at a slight angle with respect o i hi. fi rs a ,,I is
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ditricy(d rurth er into the trap where it is absorbed during many additional reflec-
lion.s, The only light leaving the trap-if it is elhan and dust free-is negligible
(..X 10"), due to non-specular reflection from the first surface. For the balloon

flight, however, only one plexiglass light trap was used, opposite the source; the
other traps were simply lined with

black velvet.

A rather critical consideration in

overall nephelometer design is a gon-

dola housing stL ,.z.ture that prevents
sunlight from reaching the scattering

volume and at the same time allows a

free-flow of atmosphere so as not to

distirb the measurement volume.
This was accomplished by mounting

the equipment on a 3. 3-m-diam
octagonal frame, fabricated from

aluminum U-channel beams, and

building a concentric housing struc-
ture of lWghly reflecting aluminum

Figure 5. Light Trap sheets. The resulting octagonal

I doughnut'f wis 0. o-m high with a

1-m-cliam center section. At the top and bottom of the center section, removable

sunlight baffles provide, adequ rte sunahielding as weI"l entrance and exit ducts

through which the imbient aerosols can flow unobstructed.

The high altitude balloon (Z milliun cu ft) that carried the experimental pay-

load was launched from the Stallion Range Center, WSMR, at 1155 MST on

I November 1970 into a clear sky. The gondola landed 4 hr, 22 min later,

00 miles eastward near the New Mexico-Texas border. Figure 6 shows the

tlight trajectory. The payload reached better titan 26-km altitude and was

recovered intact, with no damage to the equipment.

Although this was the maiden balloon flight for the instrument, with all the
t lugs" and unforeseen difficulties accompanying it, some rather interesting anid

rywalir,gfill r,.S,;lts we('r. obtained.
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Figure 6. Flight Trajectory

As aforementioned, the data output from each receiver unit was recorded in

flight on magnetic tape. Unfortunately, the playback contained readable outputs

from only the photometers at 450, 900, and 1 350 , and of these the 1 35 0 unit

ceased operation at around 15 km when the filter-wheel drive mechanism jammed.

The recorded signal amplitudes were averaged over 1 3 or so data points, whichi

corresponds to flight time intervals of about 1. 2 min. Since the rate of rise of

the balloon was 600 ft/min, this implies an altitude interval of about 0.2 km.

The amplitudes were expressed in terms of analog voltage outputs from the

respective PAR amplifiers. These voltages were used in conjunction with the

pro-flight calibration factors for each photometer and spectral filter to calcilale

the volume scattering function as a function of altitude.

Figures 7 through Figure 15 show the flight results for the three scatteri)g

angles and four wavelengths. In addition, the appropriate Rayleigh profiles are

plotted to provide a measure of the contribution of atmospheric aerosols to the

total scattering function. Indeed, it is revealing that there was no pure Rayleigh

scattering over the entire flight, although the 4750,R and 51 501 scattering follow

the Rayleigh slope more closely than the longer wavelengths. Moreover, the /.vrtically

polarized 4750R at 900 is the le'ast sensitive to the presence of 'aerosols, which co,'rob-

orates the assertion that the air molecules polarize the ineid~ent light and should he

more pronounced at the shortest wavelength due to the A-4 Rayleigh intensity factor'.

On the other hand, the horizontal component is quiti, sensitive to navrosolN il the seal-

tering volume, since the 900 Rayleigh component is thloretically z(.ro. Atf ,5( th f)lar-

ization is less, thus the aerosol influence is (lominant at all wav(.lengths for" that atil,.
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Figure 15. 1350 Volume Scattering Function vs Altitude x 7450ARV) and 07450R(H)

The values of the volume scattering functions follow the expected pattern.

That is, they are greater in the forward direction, when particulate matter is

present, and the increase is further biased toward the longer wavelengths. The

7450 R scattering is see'n to be influenced almost completely by aerosols. Unfor-
tunately, however, due -o equipment malfunctions, a vertical profile of the scat-

tering phase function could be drawn for only three points (at 450, 900, and 1350).

Nevertheless, Figures 16a to 16d reveal, at least qualitatively, how the angular

dependence of the scattering function changes with aerosol concentration.

The polarization ratio I /I as a function of altitude is plotted in Figures 17

and 18 for the 47j0,R wavelength, at 450 and 900 respectively. These figures show
the rather striking role that aerosols play in affecting the polarization of the
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scattered light, the degree c-. polarizat ion varying inversely with thet aerosol nuriber

density or turbidity. For example, at 900an I I v-due of 10 rne-ans that the un-
v I

polarized incident beam becamne 82 percent olarized upon scateritig, and a ratio

of 4 indicates that it became 603 percent polarized. The dominance of the molecular

contribution to Ine polarization of the scattuz-ed light is apparent. However, at 4

it varies £r'im about 20 percent in the reiativel- clear air to 1 S percent when !he

aerosol conuentration is greatest. Even though the polarization is reduced at 45O

as Eq. (5) predicts, the two profiles have much the ;aine structure and the values

compare favor-ablv with thost, of Bullrich (1964).

Firtire 19 shows the ratio of the scattering function at 45 0to that of 135 1>from

ground to 15km, and reveals marked variations as thle aerosol concentr-ation changes.

Moreover, the ratio varies with v.avelencvit and the scattering at the longer w.ave-

lengths is stironger in the forward direction * as is Clearly evident from thle plots.

Ih comparing all] the figures in order to get a composite picture, oite finds

some common sicture in the profiles. After passing throngh the ground-level

dust (the visibilitv- was better than 30 kin), some aerosol fine stru'nture wvas evident

at 4-, 5.7-, and 7. 5-km altitude. Noteworthy is die increase in the forward-to-

backscatter ratio as these altitudes.
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1'iiis avriosol struL.-lriig ap)J3ears io be Ci(Isc :tv correlated --it ia in47s r

ambient tempexrature- and lapse rfu- (Sc-e Fi~zurv 20 fnr flin-h! profile)-.nE

tile presence of a double tr.7nopause On -1hC !a.. jf t~he.! flirh-a not L~ V"7-;mjwe

phenomenaM in thle launcl. vic.Ilitv--an be veiidfronI nhe naephelo-leier dat~a.

Near the second tropopause at lk' (tmperszuure C).k lhe particle C!Cftiif

begis to increase aippreciabLy, and thc- first or the welkonstratosehierie dusnt

layers oinei-ges at Minm. reachime- a ataxirnni at about 10e.fkm. This 5s nartictzl-

ary well defined in the polarization profles. Of special nate is the fatt Thao! t-e

olarization from the stz-atospherie dfust is aparoxitmatch- the sarn- as zhat due. to

the groutul-le!,el particles on fl.,z "clear" day- of the 11-14ht. Th2is implizs the size

distributions should be comnarabic.

At least four otheir stratospheric lav-ers were iprom,:ientlV nmniffested durinz
the- balloon ascent. Their altitudes were asceriained fr-3m a meapr of tile enarate
profiles. A I ayer a. about ZI kmn appears irk all the profikss as well ais o-te be-tweea

23 and 24km with maximum Cor,Centr-at17n at about 23.8 km. -In-addi"ion,. the nolar-
ization data and the 450 scatiet-in functioms Le-dicate a la:,er at 25'km and a some-
what weaker one at 2#6khm. On the descent p)hase of" the 4f1igt th &-mlye a

stronger and the 25-km. laytr had apnarentily moved to 24krn or so. The 23-km

iayer was not sharply defined, but the one at Z1 kmn was broader tha,-n it1 was on the

up-leg of the flight. The layer at 18. 5 km was still present on descent.

Hforizon time-lapse color photographs taken with a carn-i- mounted on top of=Q
the gondola. as an Lndependeni experimental payload snowed much the samne aerosol

siructure in the stratosphere as that measured wih the neoheloneter (Volz, 1I1)

The stratospheric dust has been the subject of numerous -investigations-Junge e al

(1961), Valz and Goody (1962), eand Rosen (196,S) among several others-and has

n-en observed hr researchers in all parts of the world.

The observed correlation bet-ven aerosol concentration ard tempera-
ture profile has been reported by other researchers (Elter.an et a3, 1969;

M~cCa-mick, 1970). and is logically e-xplained b~y atmospheric proevsses. Sinite

the flight was at noon, particles were coavected upwards due to warming at the

earth' s surface; tints, the lower altitude fine Ptructurtc emerges. as a result of th,-

convective-mixing process. H,)we-.er, at a temperature inversiori Whs upward

transport- is inhibited and a turidity mnaximum restults. The observed aerosol

layer with maximum concentration at 7. 5 kmi is then interpreted as resulting from

the combined effects of the surface convec-ive layer and a weak L-opopause. This

aerosol structure is apparent in both the polarization profiles and the plots of

forward-to-backscatter ratio.

-5i
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more- stlable, however ann voleaniC u ;hatEi - I..l

teseonvrctvfro athivi-th troc-a Shoud as Z ~M-~--
esttcmsh-e fr erstm abIort ard toe aire L-n--aex--r

advectiou. shc rdcstedit tafic.r- O - -- h 2m C-

hrsu retfllzd foro he baloa~lAsol Ie '-r=-a-uoeli~rt

neatoz n. si-m -e;erthlte *1ic--o liety sof rct 'a".ff!14 2nt

Cnsant. IWas ssibl13e toseeal poij, rsctrzsto

-le) Pf'hP i -oresttin angles and orben~n. AZAr rr-

ht-ro anantsis P-fk3 --- a----f the. =.2. r-joF_;j- Zp-!

wereY- olnal.ed Em tasking the catio of two ;j o~sgal xthe z etrl
dtc-*-ted about G. 5 See aParft. tkh the samma receiVe:.. SiMilarir the xorwardft~o-
back:;atter ratio is less t cne to clbtini' rces as thiese tend] to dividie on:, I
nxartizrlv~- over- a ragEO Of values for ib--s ratigi. i-n subseqU-emt llnnn flirfh time

possIble calibrati erors can be reducred apprceiably byv rarfe-ullv sarF

mimor qupment, moeirijcatio s_.

Evn honelt- the a of a data was limifted, there- was suffi-cient nirns

to show that thze polar reixlomnxri a i-err sensitie intue for atrnsTC
optics invwestiga-does. Indeed, --much a qruaniiir reut 't' presented 'c-re j
,-an be di-scerned4 fronM the angul-jar scaterin ofl t an t peed~ceeo wa -

len gth and polarization. !,cwexazngvle. thle phase rielni dterm-.ined.te
turbidity can. be calcul--ated_ !mom jtt poaiaindta, s-ince gn- ecplicit. relatw si
can be establish-ed- betwee th w. rn h wvlnt eednce. -hr sa

-il infe-refce relative to Particle sizes ;or at les ie -'nribujtio.
The E-tim'- perational napabifis oftebl-x-oi olrnpetrce s.

an binvluble as-set. Ti-s permi~ots al.nsjercatie~s nenasnt-2mcnis hcretoor
vei-r difficult. if ntimpossibl~e to sniTer sa resrx lite infOrmaia
the diurnal and nocitur-al chIanges in- the~ arsz.ic a~oo tunr.enca

ae-n So srzruluwre e-z:%CcZ4



atrur' t~~~ re. -the inxpa-Ace. ofmrii mrttan ihz k as
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